CONNECTIONS Weekly Technical Bulletin

Fixes to be Implemented 11/6: Progress Notes Window

Modernized Agency Access, Organizational Hierarchy, and Family Services Stage (FSS) Progress Notes were implemented to CONNECTIONS as scheduled on Friday, October 16th.

Several fixes to the Progress Notes module will be implemented in the normal morning maintenance window on Friday, 11/6. These fixes will:

- Restore addendum functionality to the way in which it worked prior to the build.
- Reduce the likelihood of an image corrupting a progress note. The fix does not eliminate this issue completely. As such, we continue to urge users to strip out all images and/or formatting before copying and pasting into CONNECTIONS.

Remaining issues with Progress Notes are continuing to be worked on by the CONNECTIONS Technical Team.

An update on issues with Progress Notes that included error message examples and troubleshooting tips was distributed on Friday, 10/30. A copy of the email is available on the CONNECTIONS website on both the Intranet and Internet.

Upcoming CONNECTIONS Build Announced

The next build to the CONNECTIONS application is tentatively scheduled for early December and will include a new Sex Trafficking Screening window as well as a new State Education Data window.

A new CONNCETIONS Build Bulletin featuring an overview of these two new windows was distributed on Wednesday afternoon, 11/4, and is available on the CONNECTIONS websites at the following links:

CONNECTIONS Build Bulletin, 11/4:
Intranet / Internet

CONNECTIONS Intranet Site: http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/
CONNECTIONS Internet Site: http://ocfs.ny.gov/connect/